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those dealing with Field Day and Freshman Council. Reiley recommended numerous changes in Field Day procedure and set-up which would, if adopted, clarify the position of the Field Day Committee. This committee has received numerous complaints from anyone interested in both Illumon and the Athletic Association.

On the subject of Freshman Council Reiley suggested that a one-day Freshman leadership conference be held at MIT on the weekend following Field Day. Reiley then reviewed Illumon's work in connection with the Walker service charge, the Auditorium student fee, the December convocation, the All Tech Dance, and the Activities Bulletin and Sun Calender.

Eldon next commented on the structure of Illumon, recommending that as a follow up to the conference committee be revived in the light of its potential use as an organ to provide information about this situation, its problems and ramifications. Discussed next was the Student Union Committee, recommending that Illumon give full support to the project; that faculty, alumni, and administration be made a part of the Student Union Committee; that next year's administration and student representatives participate in the National Student Union conference.

Action on the Complete Memorial, Complete Fund-Raising, and Common meals was reviewed and the recent legislation on computer facilities was commented on fully. The recommendation here was that Illumon wait for the complete installation before taking any irrevocable action.

Reiley discussed the proposed improvements of facilities in Walker, making specific recommendations regarding Landfield Lounge, and commented on the strain on Illumon's financial aid. Eldon spoke of lack of administrative action regarding the replacement of publicity facilities in Building 16, urging that a new building be installed in the lobby.

The occurrence of four separate student elections within the space of two weeks was remarked upon negatively. Reiley closed with the hope that Illumon's support would continue in the coming months.
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